APPLICATION
INSTRUCTIONS

AFT Sealant Application:
1. Insert a dam of crumpled paper, foam strip pieces, or white oakum about 6 inches into the conduit.
2. Shake can for 60 seconds to mix.
3. Lift hinge and insert dispensing nozzle into top orifices so that the arrow lines up with the
dispensing nozzle.
4. Invert aerosol can. Insert nozzle all the way into the seal space and fully squeeze the hinge to
spray sealant into the conduit between cables.
It is important to hold the can upside down and fully depress the hinge to spray. The foam
should be a uniform color.
Fill chart for 6-inch plug depth:
Conduit size
2 inch conduit
4 inch conduit
5 inch conduit
6 inch conduit
8 inch conduit

Fill time
2 Sec
7 Sec
11 Sec
16 Sec
28 Sec

Seals per can
15 seals
5 seals
3 seals
2 seals
1 seals

5. Fill conduit three-fourths full. Place an additional dam on the outside of the conduit or hold with
gloved hands to prevent the expanding foam from escaping from the conduit for 2 to 3 minutes.
U-Guard Riser Note:
Use tongue depressor to scrape off excess foam and pat down top of seal so that the foam is even
with U-Guard top. Once foam becomes tacky (1-2 minutes), allow foam to expand undisturbed.
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